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An improvement journey

Build will and 
conditions for 

change

Understand 
current 
systems

Develop aim 
and change 

theory

Identify 
specific 

change ideas

Implement 
locally using 

PDSA cycles to 
build 

sustainability

Scale up / 
spread where 

relevant
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Understanding your system

Understand 
your system

 Context
 Structures
 Design 
 People 
 Roles
 Existing processes and links between them
 Culture “the way we do things here”
 Variation (understanding causes of – see above!)
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Understanding your process

Process map for AKI detection & management of care processes prior to QI programme
http://bmjopenquality.bmj.com/content/6/1/u219176.w7476 p4

http://bmjopenquality.bmj.com/content/6/1/u219176.w7476
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New streamlined process

http://bmjopenquality.bmj.com/content/6/1/u219176.w7476
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Managing for results
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Defining your process

Improvement opportunities and possible change ideas will lie 

where there are interactions: between the parts, processes, 

people, and across boundaries

What are the processes and interactions across your patient 

pathway relevant to AKI?

Thinking about what you want to achieve and the secondary 

drivers and processes in your driver diagram:

 Which ones are crucial to the stage of change you are at?

 Are they well defined? Commonly understood?

 Can you see where opportunities may lie in your system for 

testing of change ideas?

Change

Roles

Processes

Context

Structures



Driver status

Level Definition
Approximat

e reliability

0 Driver is not defined or the status of it is unknown 0%

1

There is an informal understanding of the driver by some of the 

people who do the work. But there is no widely recognised or formal 

written descriptions of the driver.

50%

2

Driver is documented. Driver description includes all required 

participants (including families where appropriate). The driver is 

understood by all.

80%

3

The driver is well-defined and carried out reliably. Quality measures 

are identified to monitor outcomes of the driver and may be used by a 

few or some of the people who do the work.

90%

4

Ongoing measures of the driver are monitored routinely by key 

stakeholders and are used to improve the driver. Documentation is 

revised as the driver is improved.

95%

5

Driver outcomes are predictable. Drivers are fully embedded in 

operational systems. The driver consistently meets the needs and 

expectations of all families and/or providers.

99%
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Defining and testing your process

Looking at the secondary drivers relevant to what you want to 

achieve at your stage of this journey just now

Think about: 

Which drivers or processes do you think will have high impact 

but are not yet well defined in practice. 

What do you need to do to define these? E.g. process mapping 

What change ideas could you test, who would need to be 

involved in testing?

Good change 
ideas consider 
these elements: 
• Context
• Technical
• Social




